
Jupiter’s Moons

Application of Kepler’s 3rd Law



Instructions

 You need page 85 from your lab manual.

 You need 4 colors of writing utensils.  
Ideally, you would use, red, blue, yellow, 
and green.  (If you have to use another 
combination, make a key so you know 
which color corresponds to red, blue, 
yellow, and green.

 The next two slides are going to show you 
the 4 Galilean moons and sun spots as 
Galileo saw them.



The Four Galilean Moons



Galileo’s Drawing of Sunspots



More Instructions

 On your lab sheet, mark the position 
of each moon for the next 9 nights.

 The moons have been color coded to 
help you distinguish between them.

 Use your green writing utensil to 
mark the white moon.  (It’s hard to 
see white pencil on white paper.)



Night 1



Night 2



Night 3



Night 4



Night 5



Night 6



Night 7



Night 8

almost at -2



Night 9

a little bit
closer to -2
than before



More Instructions

 The next slide shows you a picture of 
Galileo’s lab notebook where he 
recorded the same data that you just 
did.

 Aren’t you cool?



Galileo’s Notebook Page



More Instructions

 The next slides are just cool pictures 
of our moon and the Galilean moons.

 Notice, the one slide is the 
inspiration for the oil painting 
hanging next to the fire extinguisher 
in my room.  

 Scroll through them to find the final 
instructions.



Earth’s Moon



Earth’s Moon



Moons Compared to Jupiter



Earth Compared to Jupiter



Callisto – green pencil (white)



Callisto – green pencil (white)



Ganymede – blue pencil



Ganymede – blue pencil



Europa – yellow pencil



Europa – yellow pencil



Io - red pencil



Io - red pencil



Final Instructions

 The color coding system is as follows:

• Red – Io

• Yellow – Europa

• Blue – Ganymede

• White (which you marked in green) – Callisto

 Use your markings to determine the 
period of each Galilean moon.

 Use this data to complete the questions on 
p. 86 of the lab manual


